
 
 

As a new initiative at the Palby Fyn Cup 2023, it will be possible to choose an 

alternative course (short) for the sailing around Funen. 

 

The boats will be sent in large starts as before, so participants on short courses will 

be started together with similar boats on a long course. 

Short course Fyn Around port: (Lillebælt first) 

All boats sail towards Lillebælt, where the first part of the course is from Bogense to 

Stenderuphage. 

When the boats pass Stenderuphage, the boats sail on a short course down around 

Brandsø back to Æbelø and target in Bogense (approx. 64 nautical miles), while the 

other boats continue the trip around Funen. 

 

Short Course Fyn Round starboard (Great Belt first) 

All boats sail towards Æbelø, where the first part of the course is from Bogense to 

Fyens Hoved. When the boats pass Fyens Hoved, the boats sail on a short course a 

trip over past the buoy at Ashoved and a trip down Lille Bælt, where the green light 

barrel at Strib Fyr is rounded before the finish in Bogense (approx. 68 nautical 

miles), while the other boats continue the trip around Funen. 

Since the first part of the sailing, regardless of short or long course, is the same for 

everyone, something new will be calculated intermediate result at either Stenderup 

or Fyens Hoved. 



- Nice prizes will be raffled off, which will be awarded to some of the best prize 

times on this one distance. 

Regardless of the course chosen, all sailors/participants can look forward to: 

- To meet for socializing and sailing fun on the quay on Thursday evening 

- Common breakfast table on Friday 

- Skipper's meeting with 1500-2000 sailors on the quay 

- Lots of both on the water and on the line when the starts are held 

 

Bogense Sailing Club hopes with this new initiative to retain former participants who 

may not be into it more long trips, and partly to attract new sailors who want to sail 

a shorter trip. 
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